[Abdominal compartment syndrome: patophysiologic and clinic remarks].
The abdominal compartment syndrome is a high grade abdominal hypertension with clinical evidence of multiorgan failure (MOF). It is more and more frequently observed in intensive-care units as a complication in critical patients, but especially in traumatology and surgery. The incidence is highly variable according to the different trials but the severity of scores is the common factor. All the possible mechanical, haemorrhagical, inflammatory and traumatological causes act but do not enable the stability of the abdominal content, abdominal compliance and parietal tension. The initial triad of effects consists in diaphragm elevation and visceral and vascular compression and therefore triggers a physio-pathological way that leads to a respiratory, renal and cardiovascular dysfunction and to parietal, hepatic and intestinal ischaemia and consequent bacterial translocation: sepsis and MOF. Burch's classification (1996) reports four levels of gravity from low (<15 mmHg) to severe (>35 mmHg): both of the first grades should be managed in intensive-care units with conservative pharmacological procedures, while for the two others a surgical approach of laparotomy with drainage and temporaneous closure of the abdominal wall should be considered. As mortality is still very high (29-62%), especially when multiorgan failure is already set; bladder pressure of all critical patients should be monitorized to treat immediately any potential abdominal hypertension.